
Salable Computing: Pratie and ExperieneVolume 7, Number 1, pp. 11�22. http://www.spe.org ISSN 1895-1767© 2006 SWPSEXPLOITING SHARED ONTOLOGY WITH DEFAULT INFORMATION FOR WEBAGENTSYINGLONG MA∗, BEIHONG JIN† , AND MINGQUAN ZHOU‡Abstrat. When di�erent agents ommuniate with eah other, there needs to be some way to ensure that the meaning of whatone agent embodies is aurately onveyed to another agent. It has been argued that ontologies play a key role in ommuniationamong di�erent agents. However, in some situations, beause there exist terminologial heterogeneities and inompleteness ofpiees of information among ontologies used by di�erent agents, ommuniation among agents will be very omplex and di�ult totakle. In this paper, we proposed a solution to the problem for these situations. We used distributed desription logi to model themappings between ontologies used by di�erent agents and further make a default extension to the DDL for default reasoning. Then,base on the default extension of the DDL model, a omplete information query an be redued to heking default satis�ability ofthe omplex onept orresponding to the query.Key words. Ontology, Desription Logi, Multi-agent System, Satis�ability, Default reasoning.1. Introdution. Agents often utilize the servies of other agents to perform some given tasks withinmulti-agent systems [1℄. When di�erent agents ommuniate with eah other, there needs to be some ways toensure that the meaning of what one agent embodies is aurately onveyed to the other agent. Ontologies playa key role in ommuniation among di�erent agents beause they provide and de�ne a shared voabulary about ade�nition of the world and terms used in agent ommuniation. In real-life senarios, agents suh as Web agents[2℄ need to interat in a muh wider world. The future generation Web, alled Semanti Web [3℄ originatesfrom the form of deentralized voabularies - ontologies, whih are entral to the vision of Semanti Web'smulti-layer arhiteture [4℄. In the bakground of the future Semanti Web intelligene, there are terminologialknowledge bases (ontologies), reasoning engines, and also standards that make possible reasoning with themarked onepts on the Web. It now seems lear that Semanti Web will not be realized by agreeing on a singleglobal ontology, but rather by weaving together a large olletion of partial ontologies that are distributedaross the Web [5℄. In this situation, the assumption that di�erent agents ompletely shared a voabulary isunfeasible and even impossible. In fats, agents will often use private ontologies that de�ne terms in di�erentways making it impossible for the other agent to understand the ontents of a message [6℄. Ushold identi�essome barriers for agent ommuniation, whih an be lassi�ed into language heterogeneity and terminologialheterogeneity [7℄. In this paper, we will fous on terminology heterogeneity and not onsider the problem oflanguage heterogeneity.To overome these heterogeneity problems, there is a need to align ontologies used by di�erent agents, themost often disussed are merging and mapping of ontologies [8, 9℄. However, it seems that the e�orts are notenough. For ommuniation among agents with heterogeneous ontologies, there are still some problems thatrequire to be solved. In some situations, only inomplete information an be got. These happen sometime asunavailability of piees of information, sometime as semanti heterogeneities (here, terminologial heterogeneitiesare foused on) among ontologies from di�erent soures. Another problem is that there always exist someexeptional fats, whih on�it with ommonsense information. For example, ommonly bird an �y, penguinbelongs to bird, but penguin ouldn't �y. In these situations, ommuniation among agents will be more omplexand di�ult to takle. We must onsider not only the alignment of ontologies used by di�erent agents, butalso the impliit default information hidden among these ontologies. Then, information reasoning for queryshould be based on both these expliitly represented ontologies and impliit default information. This form ofreasoning is alled default reasoning, whih is non-monotoni. Little attention, however, has been paid to theproblem of endowing these logis above with default reasoning apabilities.For a long time, representation and reasoning in desription logi (DL) [10℄ have been used in a widerange of appliations, whih are usually given a formal, logi-based semantis. Another distinguished featureis the emphasis on reasoning as a entral servie. Desription logi is very useful for de�ning, integrating, and
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12 Yinglong Ma, Beihong Jin and Mingquan Zhoumaintaining ontologies, whih provide the Semanti Web with a ommon understanding of the basi semantionepts used to annotate Web pages. They should be ideal andidates for ontology languages [11℄. DAML+OIL[12, 15℄ and OWL [13℄ are lear examples of Desription Logis. Reently, Borgida and Sera�ni proposed anextension of the formal framework of desription Logi to distributed knowledge models [14℄, whih are alleddistributed desription logi (DDL). A DDL onsists of a set of terminologial knowledge bases (ontologies) anda set of so-alled bridge rules between onept de�nitions from di�erent ontologies. Two kinds of bridge rulesare onsidered in DDL. Another important feature of DDL is the ability to transform a distributed knowledgebase into a global one. In other words, the existing desription logi reasoners an be applied for deriving newknowledge.We adopt the view of [6℄ that the mappings between ontologies will mostly be established by individualagents that use di�erent available ontologies in order to proess a given task. In our opinion, it is a solutionto model the mappings between ontologies used by di�erent agents using a DDL and further make a defaultextension to the DDL for default reasoning. Then, base on the default extension of the DDL model, a ompleteinformation query an be redued to hek default satis�ability of the omplex onept orresponding to thequery.This paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents our motivation in making default extension to DDL forommuniation among multiple agents. Setion 3 introdues representation and reasoning related to ontology.Distributed desription logi are introdued partiularly. In Setion 4, we provide a formal framework for defaultextension to desription logi. Default reasoning based on an EDDT is disussed in Setion 5. Meanwhile, analgorithm is proposed for heking the default satis�ability of a given onept or a terminologial subsumptionassertion. Setion 6 and Setion 7 are related work and onlusion, respetively.2. Motivation. In order to proess a given task in multi-agent systems, it is important and essential toommuniate with eah other among di�erent agents. However, there often exist some terminologial hetero-geneities and inompleteness of piees of information among ontologies used by di�erent agents, whih make anagent not ompletely understand terms used by another agent. In the situations, it is di�ult and even impos-sible to realize the ommuniation among agents. We propose a solution to this problem for the situation. Wemodel the knowledge representation of multi-agents using distributed desription logi. The internal mappingsbetween ontologies used by di�erent agents are de�ned using the so-alled bridge rules of distributed desriptionlogi. Then, by default extension to the DDL model, we an express expliitly some default information hiddenamong these ontologies. Based on the extension to DDL model, a query an be redued to heking the defaultsatis�ability of a onept or an assertion orresponding to the query. More preisely, an adapted algorithm isproposed for heking default satis�ability.

Fig. 2.1. The situation of ommuniation problem between two agentsIn order to express the problem to be resolved learer, we make some assumption for simpliity. We onlyonsider ommuniation between two agents, whose ontologies are enoded on the same language. Then, weassume that ontologies used by the two agents have su�ient overlap suh that internal mappings between theman be found. The following example shown in Figure 2.1 illustrates the situation desribed in the paper forour appliation.



Exploiting Shared Ontology With Default Information 13In multi-agent systems, ontologies are used as the expliit representation of domain of interest. To proess agiven task, an agent perhaps uses multiple ontologies, whih usually supplement eah other and form a ompletemodel. However, in the model, the default information among these ontologies is not onsidered. For example,we perhaps establish the internal mapping speifying that BIRD is a sublass of NON_SPEAKING_ANIMAL.Through the agent using ontology 1, we take the following query BIRD∧NON_SPEAKING_ANIMAL. Thefound question is that the agent using ontology 1 doesn't know the meaning of the termNON_SPEAKING_ANIMALwhih only an be understood by the agent using ontology 2. To get omplete and orret results of query, thetwo agents must oordinate eah other. Another question is that the query results of the agent will inludeSPARROW and PARROT. We will �nd the results are partially orret beause the lass of PARROT anspeak like man. The reason getting partially orret results is that we have not onsidered the default fat:in most ases, birds annot speak; parrots belong to the lass of birds but they an speak. In our opinion,default information should be onsidered and added into the model with multiple ontologies, whih will form asu�iently ompletely model. Then, available reasoning support for ontology languages is based on the modelwith default information.3. Representation and Reasoning Related to Ontologies. A formal and well-founded ontology lan-guage is the basis for knowledge representation and reasoning about the ontologies involved. Desription Logiis a formalism for knowledge representation and reasoning. Desription logi is very useful for de�ning, integrat-ing, and maintaining ontologies, whih provide the Semanti Web with a ommon understanding of the basisemanti onepts used to annotate Web pages. It should be ideal andidates for ontology languages. One ofthe important proposals that have been made for well-founded ontology languages for the Web is DAML+OIL.Reently, desription logi has heavily in�uened the development of the semanti Web language. For exam-ple, DAML+OIL ontology language is just an alternative syntax for very expressive desription logi [12℄. Soin the following setions, we use syntax and semanti representations of desription logi involved instead ofDAML+OIL. Desription Logis is equipped with a formal, logi-based semantis. Its another distinguishedfeature is the emphasis on reasoning as a entral servie.3.1. Desription Logi. The basi notations in DL are the notation of onepts embraing some individ-uals on a domain of individuals, and roles representing binary relations on the domain of individuals. A spei�DL provides a spei� set of onstrutors for building more omplex onepts and roles. For examples:� the symbol ⊤ is a onept desription whih denotes the top onept, while the symbol ⊥ stands for theinonsistent onept whih is alled bottom onept.� the symbol ⊓ denotes onept onjuntion, e. g., the desription Person⊓Male denotes the lass of man.� the symbol ∀R.C denotes the universal roles quanti�ation (also alled value restrition), e. g., thedesription ∀hasChild.Male denotes the set of individual whose hildren are all male.� the number restrition onstrutor (≥nR.C) and (≤nR.C), e. g., the desription (≥1 hasChild.Dotor)denotes the lass of parents who have at least one hildren and all the hildren are dotors.The various desription logis di�er from one to another based on the set of onstrutors they allow. Here,we show the syntax and semantis of ALCN [16℄, whih are listed as Figure 3.1.Then we an make several kinds of assertions using these desriptions. There exist two kinds of assertions:subsumption assertions of the form C ⊑ D and assertions about individuals of the form C(a) or p(a, b), where
C and D denote Conepts, p denotes role, and a and b are individual, respetively. For examples, the assertion
Parent ⊑ Person denotes the fat the lass of parents is subsumed by the lass of person. The desription
Person(a) denotes that the individual a is a person while the desription hasChild(a, b) denotes a has ahild who is b. The olletion of subsumption assertions is alled Tbox, whih spei�es the terminology usedto desribe some appliation domains. A Tbox an be regarded as a terminologial knowledge base of thedesription logi.An interpretation for DL I = (∆I , •I), where ∆I is a domain of objets and •I the interpretation funtion.The interpretation funtion maps roles into subsets of ∆I × ∆I , onepts into subsets of ∆I and individualsinto elements of ∆I . Satisfations and entailments in DL Tbox will be desribed using following notations:� I |= C ⊑ D i� CI ⊑ DI� I |= T , i� for all C ⊑ D in T , I |= C ⊑ D� C ⊑ D, i� for all possible interpretations I, I |= C ⊑ D



14 Yinglong Ma, Beihong Jin and Mingquan ZhouDL Syntax DL Semanti
¬C L\CI

C ⊓ D CI ∩ DI

C ⊔ D CI ∪ DI

∃P.C {x|∃y.(x, y) ∈ P I ∧ y ∈ CI}
∀R.C {x|∀y.(x, y) ∈ P I → y ∈ CI}
C ⊑ D CI ⊆ DI

P ⊑ R P I ⊆ RI

C ⊑ ¬D CI ∩ DI = ∅
≥ nP.C {x ∈L | ‖ {y ∈L| (x, y) ∈ P I ∧ y ∈ CI}‖ ≥ n}
≤ nP.C {x ∈L | ‖ {y ∈L| (x, y) ∈ P I ∧ y ∈ CI}‖ ≤ n}
C(a) a ∈ CI

P (a, b) (a, b) ∈ P IFig. 3.1. Syntax and semantis of ontology representation� T |= C ⊑ D, i� for all interpretations I, I |= C ⊑ D suh that I |= T3.2. Distributed Desription Logi. A DDL is omposed of a olletion of �distributed" DLs, eah ofwhih represents a subsystem of the whole system. All of DLs in DDL are not ompletely independent fromone another as the same piee of knowledge might be presented from di�erent points of view in di�erent DLs.Eah DL autonomously represents and reasons about a ertain subset of the whole knowledge. Distributeddesription logi (DDL) an better present heterogeneous distributed systems by modeling relations betweenobjets and relations between onepts ontained in di�erent heterogeneous ontologies.A DDL onsists of a olletion of DLs, whih is written {DLi}i∈I, every loal DL in DDL is distinguishedby di�erent subsripts. The onstraint relations between di�erent DLs are desribed by using so-alled �bridgerules" in an impliit manner, while the onstraints between the orresponding domains of di�erent DLs aredesribed by introduing the so-alled �semantis binary relations". In order to support diretionality, thebridge rules from DLi to DLj will be viewed as desribing ��ow of information" from DLi to DLj from thepoint of view of DLj. In DDL, i : C denotes the onept C in DLi, i : C ⊑ D denotes subsumption assertion
C ⊑ D in DLi. A bridge rule from i to j is desribed aording to following two forms: i : C

⊑
−→ j : D and

i : C
⊒
−→ j : D. The former is alled into-bridge rule, and the latter alled onto-bridge rule. A DDL embraesa set of subsumption assertions, whih are alled DTB. A distributed Tbox (DTB) is de�ned based on Tboxesin all of loal DLs and bridge rules between these Tboxes. A DTB DT = ({Ti}i∈I, B), where Ti is Tbox in

DLi, and for every i 6= j ∈ I, B = {Bij}, where Bij is a set of bridge rules from DLi to DLj . A DTB an beregarded as a distributed terminologial knowledge base for the distributed desription logis.The semantis for distributed desription logis are provided by using loal interpretation for individual DLand onneting their domains using semantis binary relations rij . A distributed interpretation J=({Ii}i∈I, r)of DT onsists of interpretations Ii for DLi over domain ∆Ii , and a funtion r assoiating to eah i, j ∈ I abinary relation rij ⊆ ∆Ii × ∆Ij . rij(d) = {d′ ∈ ∆Ij |(d, d′) ∈ rij}, and for any D ∈ ∆Ij , rij(D) = ∪d∈Drij(d).Note that semanti relation r must be bold everywhere.A distributed interpretation J d-satis�es (written |=d) the elements of DTB DT = ({Ti}i∈I, B) aordingto following lauses: For every i, j ∈ I� J |=d i : C
⊑
−→ j : D if rij(C

Ii) ⊆ DIj� J |=d i : C
⊒
−→ j : D if rij(C

Ii) ⊇ DIj� J |=d i : C ⊑ D if Ii |= C ⊑ D� J |=d Ti, if for all C ⊑ D in Ti suh that Ii |= C ⊑ D� J |=d DT , if for every i, j ∈ I, Ii |=d Ti and Ii |=d b, for every b ∈ ∪Bij� DT |=d i : C ⊑ D, if for every distributed interpretation J , J |=d DT implies
J |=d i : C ⊑ D4. Default Extension to DDL. DDL is used to better model knowledge representation in a multi-agentsystems, where ontologies are used as the expliit representation of domain of interest. The internal mappings



Exploiting Shared Ontology With Default Information 15DT={{T1={PARROT⊑BIRD,SPARROW⊑BIRD},
T2={PARROT⊑FLYING_ANIMAL,GOAT⊑ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL}
B={1:PARROT⊑2:PARROT}}DF={BIRD(x):PARROT(x)/¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)}Fig. 4.1. DT and D of the DDT

∆I1={parrot1,parrot2,sparrow,swan}, PARROTI1={parrot1,parrot2}SWANI1={swan}, SPARROWI1={sparrow}BIRDI1={parrot1,parrot2,sparrow,swan}
∆I2={parrot,goat,butter�y}, PARROTI2={parrot}GOATI2={goat}, FLYING_ANIMALI2={parrot,butter�y}
¬SPEAKING_ANIMALI2={goat},
r12={(parrot1, parrot), (parrot2, parrot)}Fig. 4.2. The distributed interpretation of the DDTbetween ontologies used by di�erent agents are de�ned using the so-alled bridge rules of distributed desriptionlogi. As mentioned in Setion 2, however, DDL model is not su�ient for modeling ommuniation amongmultiple agents with heterogeneous ontologies beause the default information among these ontologies is notonsidered. In this situation, query based on multi-agent systems will be possible to get partially orret results.To onstrut a su�iently ompletely model, default information should be onsidered and added into the DDLmodel with multiple ontologies. In the following, we disuss the problem of default extension to DDL.Our default extension approah is operated on a distributed terminologial knowledge base. A distributedterminologial knowledge base originally embraes only some strit information (i. e., the information havingbeen expressed expliitly in distributed terminologial knowledge base). Default information is used for gettingomplete and orret information from multiple distributed ontologies. We should onsider a way to expliitlyinlude and express the default information in a distributed terminologial knowledge base for reasoning basedon these distributed ontologies. To be able to inlude default information in distributed knowledge base, we�rstly introdue the notation desription of a default rule.Definition 4.1. A default rule is of the form P (x) : J1(x), J2(x), · · · , Jn(x)/C(x), where P, C and Ji areonept names (1 ≤ i ≤ n), and x is a variable. P (x) is alled the prerequisite of the default, all of Ji(x) arealled the justi�ations of the default, and C(x) is alled the onsequent of the default. The meaning of defaultrule P (x) : J1(x), J2(x), · · · , Jn(x)/C(x) an be expressed as follows:If there exists an interpretation I suh that I satis�es P (x) and doesn't satisfy every Ji(x) (1 ≤ i ≤ n),then I satis�es C(x). Otherwise, if I satis�es every Ji(x) (1 ≤ i ≤ n), then I satis�es C(x).For example, to state that a person an speak exept if s/he is a dummy, we an use the default rulePerson(x):Dummy(x)/CanSpeak(x).If there is an individual named John in a domain of individuals, then the losed default rule isPerson(John):Dummy(John)/CanSpeak(John).To deal with strit taxonomies information as well as default information in distributed knowledge base,the de�nition of distributed knowledge base should be extended for inluding a set of default rules. We all thedistributed terminologial knowledge base with expliit default information default distributed terminologialknowledge base, whih is denoted as DDT.Definition 4.2. A default distributed terminologial knowledge base DDT=(DT,D), where DT is the DTBof distributed desription logi, and D is a set of default rules.An example of a DDT is shown in �gure 4.1. The DT of the DDT is based on two loal terminologialknowledge bases, named T1 and T2 respetively. The DT and D of the DDT are shown in Figure 4.1. Figure4.2 provides a distributed interpretation of the DDK.



16 Yinglong Ma, Beihong Jin and Mingquan ZhouThe satisfation problem of DDT should be disussed for queries based on it. The satisfation symbol isdenoted as |=dd. The kind of satis�ability of these elements in DDT means that they should satisfy not onlyDT, but also the set D of default rules. So we all satis�ability of elements in DDT default satis�ability. Defaultsatis�ability serves as a omplement of satis�ability de�nition in a distributed terminologial knowledge basewith default rules. In queries based on DDT, the de�nition will be used to detet satis�ability of a onept orassertion.Definition 4.3. A distributed interpretation J dd-satis�es (written |=dd) the elements of DDT = (DT, D),aording to following lauses: For every default rule δ in D, δ=P (x) : J1(x), J2(x), . . . , Jn(x)/C(x), for every
i, j ∈ I� J |=dd DDT , if J |=d DT and J |=d δ� J |=dd DT , if J |=d DT and J |=d δ� J |=d δ, if J |=d P ⊑ C implies J 2d Jk ⊑ ¬C for all k (1 ≤ k ≤ n)� J |=d P ⊑ C, if i 6= j, suh that J |=d i : P ⊑ C or J |=d i : P

⊑
−→ j : C or

J |=d j : C
⊒
−→ i : P� DDT |=dd DT , if for all distributed interpretation J , J |=dd DDT implies

J |=dd DTIn a distributed knowledge base, default information may have been used during reasoning, but a DDT isnot really helpful for reasoning with default information in distributed knowledge. Some additional informationwith respet to default rules should be inluded expliitly into DT. A losed default rule of the form P (x) :
J1(x), J2(x), · · · , Jn(x)/C(x) an be divided into two parts: P (x) → C(x) and Ji(x) → C(x), (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Weall the �rst part ful�lled rule, and the seond exeptional rules. A rule of the form A(x) → B(x) means forevery (distributed) interpretation I, x ∈ AI , then x ∈ BI , i. e. A ⊑ B, where A and B are onept names, and
x denotes an individual.Definition 4.4. An extended distributed knowledge base EDDT is onstruted based on a DDT=(DT,D),aording to the following lauses: For every default rule δ in D,δ=P (x) : J1(x), J2(x), . . . , Jn(x)/C(x),1) Dividing into two parts whih embrae ful�lled rules and exeptional rules, respetively. The ful�lledrule denotes that it holds in most ases until the exeption fats appear, while the exeptional rules denotesome exeptional fats.2) Adding P ⊑ C and Ji ⊑ C into DT (1 ≤ i ≤ n), whih are the assertions orresponding to ful�lled ruleand exeptional rules, respetively3) Setting the priorities of di�erent rules for seleting appropriate rules during reasoning. The assertionsorresponding to exeptional rules have the highest priority, while original strit information has normal priority.The assertions orresponding to ful�lled rules are given the lowest priority.In the ourse of onstruting an EDDT, default information has been added into distributed knowledge basefor default reasoning, beause these default information may have been used during reasoning. Exeptionalinformation has been assigned the highest priority to avoid on�iting with some strit information, whileful�lled rules would be used only in the situation that no other strit information an be used, its priority isleast. A simpli�ed view of the EDDT based on the DDT and its interpretation (shown in �gure 4.1 and 4.2)an be found in �gure 4.3. The default rule BIRD(x) : PARROT (x)/SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x) is dividedinto one ful�lled rule and one exeptional rule, the ful�lled rule BIRD ⊑ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL and theexeptional rule PARROT ⊑ SPEAKING_ANIMAL has been added into EDDT. In fat, an EDDT anbe reognized as a olletion of integrated ontologies with default information expressed expliitly. Defaultreasoning an be performed based on an EDDT. In the following setion, we will fous on how the defaultreasoning based on EDDT will be realized. Meanwhile, an adapted algorithm will be disussed for hekingdefault satis�ability of omplex onepts and subsumption assertions.5. Reasoning with Default Information. Reasoning with default information provides agents usingdi�erent ontologies with stronger query apability. In our opinion, a query based on DDT an boil downto heking default satis�ability of omplex onept in aord with the query. Based on desription logis,satis�ability of a omplex onept is deided in polynomial time aording to Tableau algorithm for ALCN[10, 16℄. An important result of DDL is the ability to transform a distributed knowledge base into a global one.So the existing desription logi reasoners an be applied for deriving new knowledge. This would allow us totransfer theoretial results and reasoning tehniques from the extensive urrent DL literatures. In our reasoningapproah with default information, the result will be used. The reasoning problem of distributed terminologial
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Fig. 4.3. An example of EDDTknowledge base of a DDL will be transformed to the reasoning problem of terminologial knowledge base of aglobal DL orresponding to the DDL. So in our opinion, deteting default satis�ability of a DDL is just detetingthe default satis�ability of the global DL in aord with the DDL. A default extension to Tableau algorithm for
ALCN DL an be used for deteting default satis�ability of ALCN onepts based on an EDDT.Definition 5.1. A onstraint set S onsists of onstraints of the form C(x), p(x,y), where C and p areonept name and role name, respetively. Both x and y are variables.An I-assignment maps a variable x into a element of ∆I . If xI ∈ CI , the I-assignment satis�es C(x). If
(xI , yI) ∈ pI , the I-assignment satis�es p(x, y). If the I-assignment satis�es every element in onstraint set S,it sati s�es S. If there exist an interpretation I and an I-assignment suh that the I-assignment satis�es theonstraint set S, S is satis�able. S is satis�able i� all the onstraints in S are satis�able.It will be onvenient to assume that all onept desriptions in EDDT are in negation normal form (NNF).Using de-Morgan's rules and the usual rules for quanti�ers, any ALCN onept desription an be transformedinto an equivalent desription in NNF in linear time. For example, the assertion desription SPARROW ⊑
BIRD an be transformed the form ¬SPARROW ⊔BIRD. To hek satis�ability of onept C, our extendedalgorithm starts with onstraint set S = {C(x)}, and applies transformation rules in an extended distributedknowledge base. The onept C is satis�able i� the onstraint set S is unsatis�able. In applying transformationrules, if there exist all obvious on�its (lashes) in S, S is unsatis�able, whih means the onept C is satis�able.Otherwise, S is unsatis�able. The transformation rules are derived from onepts and assertions in EDDT. Ifthe onstraint set S before the ation is satis�able, S after the ation is also satis�able. The transformationrules of default extension to satis�ability algorithm are shown as Figure 5.1.When the adapted algorithm is used for deteting default satis�ability of ALCN onepts, every ation mustpreserve satis�ability. Beause if an ation don't preserve satis�ability, we annot ensure the ondition that ifthe onstraint set before the ation is satis�able then the set after the ation is satis�able. In the extensionalgorithm, we must prove the ations preserve satis�ability.Theorem 5.2. The ation of the applied transformation rules preserves satis�ability.Proof. Beause a DDL an be regarded as a global DL, for simpli�ation, we use interpretation I of theglobal DL for distributed interpretation J of the DDL.In the extension algorithm, every step may involve the ations of some transformation rules that are applied.so we must prove all of these ations in these steps preserve satis�ability. Beause the ations in the seondstep are originally derived from the lassial Tableau algorithm, we have known they preserve satis�ability [10℄.The remainder of the proof will only onsider the ations in the �rst step and the third step.1) In the �rst step, the ation ondition is that for any default rule of the form

P(x) : J1(x), J2(x), . . . , Jn(x)/C(x)in set of default rules, there exists Ji(x) is ontained in S. If the onstraint set S before the ation is satis�able,then there exists an interpretation I suh that I satis�es all of elements of S. Beause {Ji(x)}⊆S, then I satis�esJi(x) (16 i 6n). Furthermore, aording to the De�nition 4.1, we know I satis�es ¬C(x) after the ation. Fromthe above, we know that I satis�es both ¬C(x) and S, i. e., I satis�es S∪{¬C(x)} after the ation.



18 Yinglong Ma, Beihong Jin and Mingquan ZhouExeptional rules:(Used for Step 1)Condition:For any default rule of the form P(x):J1(x), J2(x),. . . ,Jn(x)/C(x), there exists Ji(x) (16 i 6n) is ontained in S,but S doesn'tontain ¬C(x).Ation:S=S∪{¬C(x)}Strit rules:(Used for Step 2)
⊓−rule:Condition:{(C⊓D)(x)}⊆S, but S doesn't ontain both C(x) and D(x).Ation:S=S∪{C(x), D(x)}
⊔−rule:Condition:{(C⊔D)(x)}⊆S but {C(x),D(x)} ∩ S=∅.Ation:S=S∪{C(x)} or S=S∪{D(x)}
∃−rule:Condition:{(∃R.C)(x)} ⊆S, but there is no individual name y suh that S ontains C(x) and R(x, y).Ation:S=S∪{C(y), R(x, y)}
∀−rule:Condition:{(∀R.C)(x), R(x, y)} ⊆S, but S doesn't ontain C(y).Ation:S=S∪{C(y)}
≥n-rule:Condition:(≥nR)(x) S, there doesn't exist individual names y1, y2,· · · ,yn suh that R(x,yi) and yi 6=yj are in S, (1≤i≤j≤n).Ation:S=S∪R(x,yi)∪yi 6=yj , (1≤i≤j≤n), where y1,· · · , yn are distint individual names not ourring in S.
≤n-rule:Condition:distint individual names y1,· · · ,yn+1 are ontained in S suh that (≤nR)(x) and R(x,y1),· · · , R(x,yn+1) are in S, and yi 6=yj isnot in S for some i,j,1≤i≤j≤n+1.Ation:for eah pair yi and yj , suh that 1≤i≤j≤n+1 and yi6=yj is not in S, the Si,j :=[yi/yj ℄S is obtained from S by replaing eahourrene of yi by yj .Ful�lled rule: (Used for Step 3)Condition:no other transformation rules is appliable, and for any default rule of the form P(x):J1(x), J2(x), . . . , Jn(x)/C(x), {P(x)}⊆S, butall of the Ji(x) (16 i 6n) and C(x) are not ontained in S.Ation:S=S∪{C(x)} Fig. 5.1. The adapted Tableau rules used for deteting default satis�ability of ALCN onepts2) In the third step, the ation ondition is that {P(x)}⊆S, S doesn't ontain all of the Ji(x) (16 i 6n)and no other transformation rules an be applied. If the onstraint set S before the ation is satis�able, thenthere exists an interpretation I suh that I satis�es all of elements of S. Beause {P(x)}⊆S, then I satis�esP(x). Furthermore, we know that I doesn't satisfy any Ji(x) (16 i 6n), otherwise, there would exist otherexeptional rules whih an be applied. Beause I satis�es P(x) before the ation. So from De�nition 4.1, weget I satis�es C(x). Beause I satis�es both S and C(x), we get I satis�es S∪{C(x)}.From above proofs, we an onlude that every ation in the applied transform rules, in the extensionalgorithm, preserves satis�ability.As mentioned in De�nition 4.4, an EDDT embraes three types of transformation rules: strit information,ful�lled information and exeptional information. These di�erent types of information are given di�erent levelsof priority. Here, we use the symbol SR to denote the set of strit fats in an EDDT, FR to denote the set offul�lled information and ER to denote the set of exeptional information. Then, based on the EDDT shown inFigure 4.3, we will get the desriptions of its sets of di�erent types of information in NNF, where



Exploiting Shared Ontology With Default Information 19Algorithm: heking default satis�ability of C based on the EDDTRequire: An EDDT whih embraes SR, FR and ER.Ensure: the desriptions of SR, FR and ER in NNF.1. S0=C(x), i=1;2. apply strit rules and transform S0 into Si;3. for eah r∈ER do //Step 14. if Si meets the ondition of r5. apply r to Si and result of ation: Si+1←Si;6. i=i+1;7. if there exist lashes in Si8. return �C is satis�able";9. end if10. end if11. end for12. for eah r∈SR do // Step 213. if Si meets the ondition of r and Si isn't labeled �Clash"14. apply r to Si and result of ation: Si+1←Si;15. i=i+1;16. if there exist lashes in Si17. Si is labeled �Clash";18. end if19. end if20. end for21. for eah r∈FR do // Step 322. if Si meets the ondition of r and Si isn't labeled �Clash"23. apply r to Si and result of ation: Si+1←Si;24. i=i+1;25. if there exist lashes in Si26. Si is labeled �Clash";27. end if28. end if29. end for30. if the leaf nodes of all possible branhes in the onstruted tree-like model are labeled �Clash"31. return �C is satis�able";32. else return �C is unsatis�able";33. end if
SR = {¬PARROT ⊔ BIRD,¬SPARROW ⊔ BIRD,

¬PARROT ⊔ FLY ING_ANIMAL,¬GOAT ⊔ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL}

FR = {¬BIRD ⊔ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL}

ER = {¬PARROT ⊔ SPEAKING_ANIMAL}.The subsumption assertions to be heked should be transformed into their negation desription in NNFaording to the theorem [10℄: A ⊑ B is satis�able i� A ⊓ ¬B is unsatis�able, where A and B are oneptdesriptions, respetively. For example, the subsumption assertion SPARROW ⊑ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMALwill be transformed into the onept desription with negation SPARROW ⊓ SEAKING_ANIMAL. Inthe following, we will desribe partiularly the extension algorithm for heking default satis�ability of a givenonept. The default extension algorithm an be divided into three steps. In the �rst step, we apply exeptionalrules to onstraint set beause they have the highest priority. If exeptional rules an be used for the detetedonept, strit rules will not be used. Otherwise, if no exeptional rules an be used, the strit rules an beapplied to onstraint set (step 2). The reason why we do like this is to avoid on�iting with some stritinformation. Another reason is to save reasoning time. In step three, only in the situation that no other stritinformation an be used, ould ful�lled rules be used. The default extension algorithm either stops beause allations fail with obvious on�its, or it stops without further used rules.The following example shown in Figure 5.2 demonstrates the algorithm with a tree-like diagram. We want toknow whether the subsumption assertion SPARROW ⊑ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL is satis�able in the EDDTshown in Figure 4.3. That is to say, we should detet that the onept SPARROW ⊓SPEAKING_ANIMALis unsatis�able. The onept is �rstly transformed into onstrain set S0. Considering the default rule BIRD(x) :
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PARROT (x)/SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x), we know that PARROT (x) isn't ontained in S0, Then, in the�rst step, the exeptional rule ¬PARROT (x) ⊔ SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x) an not be applied to S0. Inthe following steps, we apply strit rules, the reasoning ontinues until it stops with obvious on�its. Finally,the leaf node of every branh in this tree-like diagram is notated using �Clash" tag. So we know the on-straint SPARROW ⊓ SPEAKING_ANIMAL are not satis�able. That is to say, the subsumption assertion
SPARROW ⊑ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL is satis�able.

S0 = { (SPARROW ⊓ SPEAKING_ANIMAL)(x) }

⊓

S1 = S0 ∪ {SPARROW(x),¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)}

¬SPARROW ⊔ BIRD(x)

S2 = S1 ∪ {¬SPARROW(x)} S2 = S1 ∪ {BIRD(x)}//Clash ¬BIRD(x) ⊔ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)

S3 = S2 ∪ {BIRD(x)} S3 = S2 ∪ {¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)}//Clash //ClashFig. 5.2. Deteting default satis�ability of omplex oneptPlease note that the extension algorithm an takle both general subsumption assertions and assertionsabout exeptional fats. In another example shown in Figure 5.3, we want to hek whether the subsumptionassertion PARROT ⊑ SPEAKING_ANIMAL is satis�able, that is to say, we hek the default satis�abilityof the onept PARROT (x) ⊓ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x), whih transformed into a onstrain set. In the�rst step, when the exeptional rule ¬PARROT (x)⊔SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x) is applied to onstraint set,the omplete on�its our. So we know the onept PARROT (x) ⊓ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x) is notsatis�able, whih means that the subsumption assertion PARROT ⊑ SPEAKING_ANIMAL is satis�able.Then reasoning proess stops without applying other transformation rules. This an be served as an exampleof reasoning for an exeptional fat.
S0 = { (PARROT ⊓ ¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL)(x) }

⊓

S1 = S0 ∪ {PARROT(x),¬SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)}

¬PARROT ⊔ SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)

S2 = S1 ∪ {¬PARROT(x)} S2 = S1 ∪ {SPEAKING_ANIMAL(x)}//Clash ClashFig. 5.3. An example of deteting exeptional fatIn the following, we give a brief of disussion of omplexity issues about the default satis�ability algorithm.Theorem 5.3. Default satis�ability of ALCN -onept desriptions is PSPACE-omplete.



Exploiting Shared Ontology With Default Information 21Proof. From [16℄, we know that satis�ability of ALCN -onept desriptions is PSPACE-omplete. Asmentioned above, our default satis�ability algorithm for ALCN -onept desriptions an be divided into threesteps. In fat, every step is just the satis�ability algorithm for ALCN . Then the sequene of the three stepsis also essentially the satis�ability algorithm for ALCN . So we get the onlusion that default satis�ability of
ALCN -onept desriptions is PSPACE-omplete.6. Related work and Disussions. In the desription logis ommunity, a number of approahes toextend desription logis with default reasoning have been proposed. Baader and Hollunder [17℄ investigatedthe problems about open default in detail and de�ned a preferene relation. The approah is not restrited tosimple normal default. Two kinds of default rules were introdued by Straia [18℄. The �rst kind is similarto the fu�lled rules in our approah. The seond kind of rules allows for expressing default information of�llers of roles. Lambrix [19℄ presented a default extension to desription logis for use in an intelligent searhengine, Dwebi. Besides the standard inferenes, Lambrix added a new kind of inferene to desription logiframework to desribe whether an individual belongs to a onept from a knowledge base. Calvanese [20℄proposed a formal framework to speify the mapping between the global and the loal ontologies. Maedhe [21℄also proposed a framework for managing and integrating multiple distributed ontologies. Stukenshmidt [6℄exploited partial shared ontologies in multi-agent ommuniation using an approximation approah of rewritingonepts. However, default information was not onsidered in these di�erent frameworks and systems. Animportant feature of our formal framework distinguished from other work is that our default extension approahis based on DDL. To our best knowledge, little work has been done to pay attention to default extension toDDL for ommuniation among agents.There is an alternative proposal for dealing with the problem of the example shown in Figure 2.1. Forexample, if the term SPARROW instead of BIRD in ontology 1 is mapped into the termNON_SPEAKING_ANIMALin ontology 2, and the term PARROT in ontology 1 is not mapped into the term NON_SPEAKING_ANIMAL,then there is no default information to be onsidered. It seems that we have avoided the problem of defaultinformation between the two ontologies using the inter-ontology mapping. However, in fat, this approah isexhausted and unsalable. If there are a lot of terms belonging to the sublasses of BIRD to be added intoontology 1, we have to map every one of these added terms into NON_SPEAKING_ANIMAL in ontology 2.In the situation, we will �nd the alternative approah is muh exhausted and unsalable. In ontrast to thealternative approah, our default extension approah to DDL onsiders the inter-ontology mapping e�orts andthe salability of ontologies used by di�erent agents as key features.Regarding to the omplexity issue of the proposed default satis�ability algorithm, we will �nd that thealgorithm inrease no more omplexity than satis�ability algorithm for ALCN . It means that we an performreasoning with strit information as well as default information in the same time and spae omplexity. Thefuture work inludes a �exible mehanism for parsing exhanged messages among agents. ACLs are used toonstrut and parse exhanged messages required by both partiipants. Then, onepts de�ned in DAML+OILontology language an be readily ombined with the mehanism, thus inreasing the �exibility of messages, andhene aessibility and interoperability of servies within open environments.7. Conlusion. In this paper, an approah is proposed to enables agents using di�erent ontologies on theWeb to exhange semanti information solely relying on internally provided mapping between the ontologies.Beause of the semanti heterogeneity among these ontolgies, it is di�ult for an agent to understand theterminology of another agent. To get omplete and orret semanti information from multiple ontologies usedby di�erent agents, default information among these ontologies should be onsidered. Our approah is basedon default extension to DDL. The distributed terminologial knowledge base is originally used to present stritinformation. To perform default reasoning based on DDL, strit as well as default information is taken intoaount. Then, all of default information above is added into an extended default distributed terminologialknowledge base (EDDT), whih is onstruted from a default distributed terminologial knowledge base (DDT).The default Tableau algorithm is used on EDDT where di�erent rules have di�erent priority: exeptional ruleshave the highest priority, and ful�lled rules the least. Reasoning with default information provides agents usingdi�erent ontologies with stronger query apability. In our opinion, a query based on DDT an boil down toheking default satis�ability of omplex onept in aord with the query.
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